M A R I S S A K . VA RC H O !
— ATTORNEY AT LAW —

October 3rd, 2014!

!
!

Congressman Timothy Murphy!
Representative for the State of Pennsylvania!
In the House for the United States of America!
2332 Rayburn HOB, Washington, D.C. 20515!

!

!!

Regarding — “Mental” Health, for *America*!

!Dear Congressman Murphy:!
Once *upon* a time, “back” when I was in law school, I purchased a tee-shirt
from an establishment called Ruehl. Sadly, that establishment is no longer with us, and
with I, no longer, the t-shirt. Nevertheless, its’ image, remains ever so vivid in my
memory. It was the color of dirt, and sturdily stitched into the woven fabric by “color”
of *cream*, were the following words:!

!

I have not yet decided whether to use my power for good or for evil.
At long last, I have come to a decision, which supplies the basis for which I am writing
you this letter today. To provide a brief background, however, before we jump right in —
my name is Marissa Kristina Varcho, I am 33 years old, of Eastern European descent, and
a female born, bred, raised and educated right here, in the *heart* of “it” all. I am *also*,
a human being who has been “cast” with the discriminatory label “serious mental illness”
and as such, I am sending you these *words*, to correct “psychology’s” error.!

!

I.

IN THE BEGINNING — Mental Illness, Defined.

To the best of my understanding to-date, persons with this mystical power of
*being*, known in the “field” of psychology as *the* seriously mentally ill “people”, used
to be locked up in institutions here in “America”, were forced to endure lobotomies
(A.K.A. surgical removal of part of the brain to “treat”, “mental” illness) by “medical”
doctors, and sub ‘jected to *various*, “other”, ill-fortuned “fates”. My fate, has not been
*so* harsh, but it has not been so “easy” either. When I read your proposal to
“champion” mental illness in “America” last December, I was nauseated. In any case, I
am writing you “to’day*, to help you straighten out the matter in your o.w.n. head, so you
can then communicate the *message* to all of the “others”, in your dual-citizenship as a
legislating psychologist and then lastly too also, to *America’s* people.
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To “put” it briefly, “America” promised, when it unlocked the doors to its’, “old”
psychiatric institutions and set my people “free” into *this* society — “America”
promised to provide a “safety” net for my people within its’ communities. “America”,
failed to up ‘hold, its’ “promise”.!
Nonetheless, it has *come* to my understanding, that this conclusion “may” be
due, to ig ‘norance. As such, I am “writing” on my own be’ half, as well as my *whole*, in
“order” to educate you as to the *true* nature of psycho’ logy’s, so-called “serious mental
illness”.!

!

II.

ACCEPTANCE OF TRUTH — Acknowledging Discrimination.

What psycho ‘logy has decided to “term”, *serious* mental illness, is actually, but
a mere human condition created by nature. Human *beings* like my ‘self, have a brainchemistry structure that is *diﬀerent* from the “norm”. That means, we have a set of
human strengths and weaknesses that too, *diﬀer*, from the “norm”. For some reason,
psycho ‘logy does not seem to “like” human beings who diﬀer “too” much, from his
norm. And so “they”, made it up into a “bad” thing, *disguising* it ambiguously with
such linguistics as “mental” (A.K.A. brain-chemistry is still *physical*, regardless of
whether you can or cannot yet understand it), and “illness” (A.K.A. a human is not “ill”
for *being* diﬀerent, unless a certain socio ‘logy has “made” it as such), and
“serious” (A.K.A. I haven’t quite solved this riddle yet, perhaps it’s that you *seriously*
misunderstand but, you never know). So that is the great mystery there, all sorted out
with an answer.!
What has not yet been sorted out within this “American” society, is why human
beings are still having *trouble* accepting “other” human beings in all their diﬀerences.
I’m not sure what “religion” you go by, but I’m entirely sure that by *nature’s* law, all
human beings, *are* diﬀerent. Which then “begs” the *question*, as to “why” this
particularly present, “American” socio ‘logy seems, to dis’ agree. I really have no “exact”
idea, but I *suspect*, it be ‘cause of fear.!
In other words, I believe fear came first, and then discrimination (A.K.A.
“stigma”, socio ‘logical o’ ppression, etc.) followed. I’m not sure “why” though, given the
struggles and triumphs we have already seen, over and over again, time after time
throughout our “common” American hi(s)tory—wherein human beings have been forced
repeatedly, to live be ‘neath socio ‘logical oppression and thereby then too, again and
again, ‘caused to rise *above* it. Another riddle for another day I suppose, except I shall
not.!

!
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Apparently, we have not yet been capable to *learn* from his ‘story, as a socio
‘logy; so now, in its’ consequence, we are writing a *new* one for America. Notably, this
is the “case”, be ‘cause we have not yet *realized* (A.K.A. brought *in*to the light, be
‘come enlightened, created into *being*, etc.) that human beings are “supposed” to *be*
diﬀerent. But that is *Nature’s* way — that is how we were all *born* and that “is” too,
how we all, shall die. Every human being is *diﬀerent*, perhaps to some “degree” more
than an “other”, but like *our* fingerprints, no “two”, are a ‘like. “It” just is, what it is;
and so now we’re going to rise above “it”, together, with our new, *American* wings.!

!

III.

PRACTICE OF TOLERANCE — Accepting Others’ Differences.

The *fact* of the “matter” is, some ‘thing is holding *America’s* people in
‘diﬀerent. There’s no way to be a ‘certain, however I *believe* I have figured out what
that “thing” is, and since you seem to prefer *practices*, based in “evidence” — I have
captured the beast and sent you her head, alive and breathing, in the arms of *America’s*
US postal service (A.K.A., by good ol’ fashioned, “mail”). As such, I heretofore cause it
to be known to *all* American people, and would, request, that *if* you have any “better”
evidence from the field of psychology — that you now bring it on forward, *in*to the
light for all the rest of us, to “see”.!
Otherwise merely noting that I have sent copies of my *proof*, to some of your
fellow congressmates, and trust that those who were “chosen” will come to my aide, in
facilitating the *sharing* of this critical, “intelligence”, up ‘date.!

!

IV.

EXERCISE IN CONSCIENCE — Noting Conflicted-Interests.

Moving forward, in knowing that *every* Ruehl, in Nature, has it’s o.w.n.,
“exception” — I would like to let you know where exactly it *was* that, in my be ‘lief, I
found “out” that, I *could* be a ‘certain. The answer to the riddle in figuring out
“America’s” excep(t)ion, can be found squarely on the *back* of every US dollar
“bill” (A.K.A. “promisory” note, which you may not know ‘cause you’re not a *lawyer*)
ever “printed” out of the US Treasury — right in the middle towards the top, “just” right
*exactly* where the spine would be, if “money” were a human *being*.!
I’m not exactly sure who created this particular, “design”, but they sure as hell
did a *great* job. Anyways…
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V.

CLOSING — Mental Health for a Nation.

To “wrap” this *up*, just a couple weeks back, I took the “watch” my prior
husband had purchased for me after I stood by his side through a double-lung transplant
(but prior, to the “divorce”) — I took that time ‘piece to the jewelry shop, to “trade” it
in, for something *better*. Notably, in addition to “cash”, I received a global reflection
of Earth, made out of *gems*. Subsequently, after cross-examining my new globe for a
little while, I found “out” on *Wikipedia* (A.K.A. information, without having to pay a
“fee” i.e., for *free*), that the shape of Earth is actually elliptical (A.K.A. not, “spherical”).!
Now, I understand that “men” do like to *play* with their balls, but please
understand me…!
When used in this particular, “position”, they really can screw up the results to
our collaborative, human experiment. As such, I would kindly appreciate if you would fix
this error on man’s part, with the time remaining in your hourglass-shaped oﬃce in the
“Columbian” District of, *Washington*.!

!
!

Sincerely,!

Marissa K. Varcho!
Attorney at Law!

!
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